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A Tank Welder professional welder and pipe fitter, I have experience framing 
houses, and pouring concrete. Specialty Skills are journeyman pipefitter pip 
welder. Processing, and working cooperatively and jointly. Performing other related
duties, as assigned, for the purpose of ensuring an efficient and effective work 
environment. Welding assembly and fabrication of various small to large scale 
structures and assemblies.

MAY 2008 – NOVEMBER 2012
TANK WELDER - ABC CORPORATION

 Assembled 1/4 to 1 1/4 roled and straight steel plate, and structural beam using
structural drawings Operating small equipment such as man lift, fork truck, and 
scissor lift.

 Used and understood and ability to used grinders, torches, automatic horizontal 
welder, mig, stick, and tig welding.

 Properly rigged and craned signaling procedure.
 Lifted heavy loads work in all weather conditions and have no fear of heights.
 Used of pie and ability to read measurements to complete id and od 

measurements and proceed to erecting flat bottom cylinder storage tanks 
Accomplishments Was hired as a laborer with little experience.

 Worked hard paid attention and was promoted to 1st class Welder after 2yrs.
 Because I had to work my way off a 9 grinder and learn to be a great Welder I 

was able to pass 97% of my x-ray welds with hardly ever a repair.

2005 – 2008
TANK WELDER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Patch plate Return to service.
 Manufactured pressurized oil water separator tanks using 1/16 wire and C8 gas.
 Welded couplers and man ways into tanks, inspected all welds to strict 

guidelines, all welds were then inspected by the welding inspectors, used .
 Sealed, pressurized and checked tank for any leaks.
 Made repairs to any leaks or welds that were unsatisfactory.
 Manufactured pressurized oil water separator tanks using 1/16 wire and C8 gas.
 Welded couplers and man ways into tanks, inspected all welds to strict 

guidelines, all welds were then inspected by the welding inspectors, used .

EDUCATION

High School Diploma
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SKILLS

Tank Building,1st Class Welding, Fabrication, Combination, Pipefitter Fabricator.
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